PHANTOM BACK

The Phantom Back ™ is designed to target active wheelchair users, who require back support and
need maximum freedom for upper body movement.
The Phantom Back ™ fits rigid wheelchair frames without push handles and replaces standard back
support upholstery. It offers maximum seat-to-back infinite angle adjustment within the range,
providing real individual fit. The well designed back support panel and cushion promote lateral and
posterior postural support in pelvic region, needed for fatigue reduction, thus enhancing upper
body function.
The accessibility of hardware interface, the flexibility to adjust and it’s lightweight make the
Phantom Back ™ exceptional in meeting the needs of an active user.

Phantom Series
Backs

STYLE: Phantom Back

Stock Sizes – Same Day Shipment

ADP CODE: SEBFM0070

Part Number
PB127
PB137
PB147
PB157
PB167

Size W x H
12" x 7"
13" x 7"
14" x 7"
15" x 7"
16" x 7"

Cover, Foam Layers and Aluminum Hardware
Shell is 7” in height with
slight

Lightweight aluminum shell

Different mounting posi-

Infinite adjustment hardUpholstery cover is easily
removed from velcro

Product Highlights:
Height Adjustments
Infinite adjustment along wheelchair posts.
Hardware and slotted holes in the back panel provide 3” adjustment range increments
of 1”, to overcome cross brace obstacle on
the wheelchair posts.
Angle Adjustments
In relation to the wheelchair back support
posts, the hardware accommodates up to
15 degrees anterior and up to 15 degrees of
posterior infinite angle adjustment within
this range.
Wheelchair Posts Interface
Standard clamp hardware will properly fit 1”
tubing diameter. For wheelchairs with 7/8”
or ¾” tubing diameter, insert spacers are included in the hardware.
Space for Storage
Pocket provided on back for storage of personal items.

Lateral Dimensions

-

Width Adjustments
Hardware allows width adjustment range of
¾”. For example 16” wide back would fit a
wheelchair frame from 15-3/4” to 16-1/2”.
Seat Depth Adjustments
Optimal seat depth of 1-1/4” behind wheelchair posts available with standard posts
Maximum seat depth is 2-1/2” behind the
wheelchair posts, when anterior back angle
is 15 degrees; minimum seat depth is 0” behind the wheelchair posts, when posterior
angle is set to 15 degrees. For shorter seat
depth than 0”, a custom spacer is available to
set the seat depth up to 2”in front of wheelchair posts.
Product Weight: 2.5 lbs (16”W x 7”H)
User Weight: 250 lbs
Warranty: 3 years limited on back, 90 days
on cover, and 1 year on hardware
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